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BACKGROUND
Circulation Plan History:
The first Davidson circulation plan came from the 1995 Land Plan. A section of the ordinance maps future streets through much of the ETJ and identifies a few crucial connections in
Town. The Land Plan was created through a long public process and adopted by the Town
Board after much discussion and compromise. See Appendix A of this document to view the
map.
The second effort to address Town circulation came with the 1999 Transportation Task
Force report. This group’s charge was to consider street connectivity as well as pedestrian/ bicycle safety, traffic calming, and public transportation. The Transportation Task Force collected much valuable information for Davidson planning and identified many important connector streets. There, however, was no technical review of the connector impacts, and the document was not officially adopted by the Town Board.

Circulation Stakeholders Charge: As stated by Mayor Kincaid on April 30, 2002
The goal of the group is to develop a pedestrian oriented circulation plan consisting of streets,
and pedestrian and bicycle facilities that provide adequate mobility within current and future
development. By minimizing dependence on the private automobile and dispersing traffic
throughout a network of streets, this transportation plan could replace the existing CharlotteMecklenburg Thoroughfare Plan. To achieve these goals the circulation task force is charged
with the following:
1. To evaluate potential street, pedestrian, and bicycle connections with regard to their
need, environmental impact, and cost of implementation.
2. To prioritize the connections.

A few members of the Circulation Stakeholders Committee
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Town of Davidson Circulation Philosophy:
As stated in the Town’s Planning Ordinance, adopted June 2001
Old neighborhoods must be interconnected via new streets and greenways, and new neighborhoods must connect to adjacent neighborhoods and undeveloped property. By having a grid of
streets and a complete greenway system, rather than a few arterial streets that must carry most
of the transportation burden, we will make walking and bicycling more possible, and reduce the
length of trips that we take in our cars. And we enhance the sense of community in Davidson
by making neighborhoods integral parts of the Town instead of cul-de-sac hideaways. (Section
1—General Principles)
The planning ordinance encourages the development of a network of interconnecting streets
that work to disperse traffic while connecting and integrating neighborhoods with the existing
urban fabric of the Town. Equally as important, the planning ordinance encourages the development of a network of sidewalks and bicycle lanes that provide an attractive and safe mode of
travel for cyclists and pedestrians. On-street parking is encouraged.
A. Streets shall interconnect within a development and with adjoining development. Existing streets must be extended into new development. Street stubs shall be provided when
development is adjacent to open land to provide for future connections. Stubs must extend to the neighboring property line. Streets shall be planned with due regard to the
designated circulation system shown on the Comprehensive Plan map.
B. Streets shall be designed as the main public space of the Town and shall be scaled to the
pedestrian.
(Section 11.1—General Design Principles – Streets)
The Davidson Planning Ordinance also requires that developers post a sign at the end of each
new stub street stating that a street connection will be made at a future date.

Town of Davidson Infill Housing Philosophy:
The Town of Davidson encourages density (while following strict design regulations) in the
Village Center and Village Infill Planning Areas. Density at the Town’s core allows for:
1. More daily services to be located within the Town
2. Pedestrian and bicycle access to these services
3. Reduction in automobile use (protecting our environment)
4. Convenient public transit (the train is coming in 2008!)
5. Use of already existing infrastructure (keeping taxes down)
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THE CIRCULATION STAKEHOLDERS GROUP
Stakeholder Members:
Jack Burney (Chair, ETJ)
Bill McCoy (Vice Chair, New Neighborhood)*
Cathy Barkley (Woodland St., Lorimer Rd.)
Jonathan Berkey (Eastway St.)
Irvin Brawley (College, McConnell)
John Burgess (Twin Oaks Rd., S. Main St.)
Rebecca Clark (Merchant, Ney Cir.)
DeWitt Crosby (Lorimer Road)
Cathy Denham (Peter’s Pl.)
Amy Diamond (Greenway St.)
Richard Harrison (Davidson Landing)*

Harrison Hagen Heil (Thompson, Concord)
Mike Holthouser (The Pines)
Bob Johnson (ETJ)*
Cary Johnston (Pine Rd.)*
John Kearin (Police Dept., Page’s Pond)
Bob Maier (Walnut St.)
Shelley Rigger (South St.)*
Pat Shaw (Virginia Rd.)
Chuck Travis (Hudson Pl.)
Vince Winegardner (River Run)

*= Planning Board Member

Staff:
Warren Burgess, Planning Director
Meredith Judy, Town Planner, Circulation Project Manager
Andrea Lytle, Planning Department Intern
Consultants:
Troy Russ and Patty Hurd, Glatting Jackson Inc.
Riley Burgess, Environmental Design, Inc.

Members of the Circulation Committee
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The Circulation Stakeholder committee is a diverse group of Davidson residents with
many different experiences. Stakeholders have lived and traveled in Europe, Asia, and throughout the U.S. Some members have lived in Davidson much, if not all, of their lives. Each member draws on these abundant experiences in forming opinions about the street, bicycle, and pedestrian connections we need within the Town.
There is a general consensus among the stakeholders that street connectivity is good.
The concept of a hierarchy of streets designed for a variety of activities and traffic intensities is
ideal. Short blocks allow for dispersion of traffic within neighborhoods and therefore the burden of our own car usage can be distributed throughout the Town. However, when it comes to
making connectivity decisions in the face of our own homes, schools, and parks, connectivity
decisions become much more complicated and difficult. The stakeholders believe, however,
that the implementation of these recommendations will create the type of street, pedestrian, and
bicycle network that will protect the quality of our neighborhoods, serve Town residents, and
demonstrate the Town’s determination to keep even our main arteries as two lane streets.
The Circulation Stakeholders Committee recognizes that most of the existing streets in
Davidson’s older neighborhoods were built without sidewalks, and consequently will not provide adequate pedestrian safety when traffic volumes increase above the minimal amount that
currently exists. The committee recommends that these streets receive extensive trafficcalming measures and safety upgrades needed to accommodate an increase in vehicular traffic
while providing maximum pedestrian and bicycle safety. On some streets it may be necessary
to provide planting strips between the sidewalk and the street to ensure pedestrian safety, and
bike lanes may be necessary as well. The Town must recognize that the commitment to pedestrian safety is paramount, and must be willing to acquire easements or right of ways to implement needed improvements.
New street connections in the old town should be done with an emphasis on pedestrian
safety with adequate sidewalks and a design speed not to exceed 25 mph, and in some cases
less. With lower design speeds the streets can be narrower, have less impact on the natural environment, and will ensure that the additional traffic that uses these streets will have minimal
impact on existing neighborhoods.
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POTENTIAL CONNECTIONS
Organized by Potential Use and Location
Townwide Street Category
Shearer Road to NC 73 * ♣
Bailey Road to Davidson-Concord Road ♣
Bailey Road to Rusak property *
Rusak Property to Westmoreland Property *
Pine Road to South Street (through Smith/ Whisnant property) * ♣
Avinger Road to South Street in the Cornelius Transit Oriented Development (TOD) *
South Street and/or Walnut Street extension to the Cornelius TOD* ♣
Grey Road to Concord Road *
North Main Street (in the Beaty St. vicinity) to Grey Road * ♣

College Campus Area
North Thompson Street to North Main Street (Neighborhood Street)*

Area East of Pine Road
Shearer Road to June Washam * ♣
Concord Road to Westmoreland property
Kimberly Road to Spencer-Verner property *
Spencer-Verner property to Westmoreland property * ♣
Pine Road to Spencer-Verner property (by way of Patrick Johnston Lane) * ♣
Dogwood Lane to Conroy Street * ♣
Hudson Place to Westmoreland Farms Road *
Pat Stough Lane to Patrick Johnston Lane *
Lynbrook Drive to Pat Stough/ Patrick Johnston Lane *
Churchill Lane to Woody Lane *

Eastway/ South Thompson Area
S. Thompson Street to Ridgewood Avenue
Woodland Street to Pinecrest Street (East Brook Street extension)
S. Thompson Street to Avinger Lane (S. Thompson extension) *
Eastway to Peter’s Place to S. Thompson extension *
S. Thompson extension/ Avinger Lane to Pine Road *
Eastway Street to The Pines*
Greenway Street extension (to The Pines)
Eastway Street to South Street (Eastway extension) * ♣ OR Greenway Street to South Street
Eastway Street extension to Spring Street *
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Vernon/ Goodrum Area
Vernon Drive to Walnut Street (Vernon Drive extension)* ♣
Vernon Drive extension/ Walnut Street to Cornelius
Spring Street to Main Street (through Apollo Partners project) ♣
Apollo Partners project to Goodrum Street *
Goodrum Street to Main Street (at Catawba Avenue) *

Hillside/ Cathey Area
Hillside Drive To Cathey Street (Hillside Drive extension) * ♣
Cathey Street to Spring Street
Goodrum Street to Cathey Street (Goodrum Street extension)
Hillside Drive extension to Woodland Street (West Brook Street extension)

Potts Street Area
Potts Street to Eden Street *
Potts Street to Sloan Street
Potts Street to Catawba Avenue (through wooded lot at south end of Potts Street)
♣ = recommended in the 1999 transportation task force report
* = numerically evaluated by stakeholders (see results in Appendix B)

July site visits to potential connections
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING CONNECTIONS
In the Circulation Stakeholders charge, Mayor Kincaid asks the group to “evaluate the potential
street, pedestrian, and bicycle connections with regard to their need, environmental impact, and
cost of implementation.” This section of the stakeholder report will:
1. Outline these findings for the connections within each of the study’s six geographical
locations.
2. Place each connection in one of four categories, the first three provided and defined by
consultants Glatting Jackson. Note that these definitions refer to proposed cross sections as well as potential use of the connection.
A. Townwide Street Connection: Provides mobility benefits to a large section of
the Town, allowing for alternative mobility patterns within the Town and to major external destinations.

7

38’

20
6+

Important Note for Townwide Streets:
On-street parallel parking (7 feet) should be provided in front of all development.
When coupled with on-street parking, bike lanes should increase to 5 feet in width.
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B. Neighborhood Street Connection: A short distance connection that improves
access to homes within close proximity to the proposed connection.
C. Development Street Connection: A connection that serves marginal mobility
benefits, but supports small-scale [infill] development that would be compatible
with the surrounding uses.

Every effort must be made to provide a grass
strip between the sidewalk and the street in a
neighborhood stetting.

D. Bicycle/ Pedestrian Connection: A dirt or paved trail maintained by the Town
of Davidson.
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3. Reference the numerical results of a subcommittee created connection evaluation sheet.
The Circulation Stakeholders spent the month of September studying each potential connection and evaluating them based on their ability to relieve traffic congestion on major thoroughfares and at primary intersection; enhance movement safety in the area;
and maintain and enhance quality of life in Davidson. The chart in Appendix C ranks
the potential connections based on these numerical results. One must, of course, consider many other factors before making any final decisions.
4. Estimate the cost of each connection based on the following two lane street construction
calculation (cost per linear foot):
Clearing, Grading, Sub Base = $30
Base and Top Course = 20
Curb and Gutter (both sides of street) = 15
Street Trees (every 40’, both sides of street) = 10
Sidewalk (5’, both sides) = 20
Water and Sewer extension = 40
Storm Drainage = 35
Sub Total = $170
Contingency (12%) = 20
Engineering (6%) = 10
Total = $200/ linear foot
Source: Extensive discussion with consultants Glatting Jackson Inc. and
Environmental Design Inc.
5. Estimate the cost of sidewalks needed in existing neighborhoods when these connections are made. This cost is based on the figure $20 per linear foot of sidewalk (one side
of the street).

A Note on Street Design:
The committee is committed to preserving, if not improving, the neighborhood character and
property values near each connection. The stakeholders recognize that connection design is
critical to achieving this goal and wish to emphasize the need to engineer the new connections,
particularly the neighborhood street, with sensitivity to those who live along these new connections. In addition, the committee believes that each roadway connection should be accompanied by pedestrian and cycling options. Maps in the “findings” section of this document outline
the proposed pedestrian and cycling options at the recommended roadway connections, identify
other areas where sidewalks and bicycling lanes are proposed, and demonstrate how these tie
into the proposed greenway system.
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FINDINGS
Following thorough data collection and much discussion, the stakeholders developed the following recommendations for street connectivity. Each narrative is followed by a series of
maps with corresponding numbers.
Townwide Streets Category
The committee designates the townwide connectors in the rural area as through-traffic streets.
As such, they should be designed to be attractive alternatives to Concord Road and as connections between arteries.
1. Shearer Road to NC 73
The Shearer Road to NC 73 connection was recommended by the 1999 Transportation Task
Force and remains a critical connection. The Shearer Road extension would provide a full
north south movement within the Town of Davidson. The only other road that currently provides that service is Main Street (Hwy 115) at the far western side of Davidson’s jurisdiction.
Additionally, access to NC 73, the only full east/west movement in North Mecklenburg, is limited to Main Street or Davidson-Concord Road, and Davidson-Concord Road does not currently
extend further north than Concord Road. The Shearer Road connection to NC 73 is regional in
its importance.
The value of this full north/ south movement will increase with the addition of an I-77 access at
Langtree Road. It will be critical that the Town of Davidson work with South Iredell officials
to ensure that a viable east/west street be available to drivers who wish to move from NC 73 to
I-77 by way of Shearer Road. Without this alternative, the Town of Davidson will feel tremendous pressure on the Davidson-Concord Road and Main Street route to I-77. For the same reasons, special consideration should be taken in locating Prosperity Church Road when it is extended to the Davidson jurisdiction.
2. Bailey Road to Davidson-Concord Road
Bailey Road to Rusak property
Rusak Property to Westmoreland Property
3. Pine Road to South Street (through Smith/ Whisnant property)
4. Avinger Road to Cornelius Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
There are currently no east/ west connections in Mecklenburg County located south of Concord
Road in Davidson and north of Mayes Road in Cornelius (about a three mile distance). The
MPO (Metropolitan Planning Organization) thoroughfare plan shows an extension of Bailey
Road in Cornelius over to Davidson-Concord Road in Davidson. This citywide connection
should occur during development of the Rusak and Westmoreland properties and will provide
some relief for the east/ west movement. Even with the Bailey Road extension, however, there
will still be about two miles between Concord Road and Bailey Road. The Town of Davidson
must consider additional east/west connections for its residents if it wishes to keep Concord
Road and Main Street as two lane pedestrian oriented streets. As a result, the Circulation Stakeholders recommend construction of connections four (Avinger to Cornelius TOD) and five
(Pine Rd. to South St.), at least one of which should serve as a citywide connection.
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An extension of Avinger Lane, around The Pines retirement community, and into the Cornelius
TOD is the best east/ west option in Davidson. Glatting Jackson emphasized this recommendation in its technical report and the stakeholders agree that it is critical. The connection of Pine
Road, through the Smith/ Whisnant property, to the Cornelius TOD is another east/ west opportunity. Unfortunately, gaining access across the historic Smith/ Whisnant farm will be extremely difficult as the owners plan to protect it in its current form and it is not located within
Davidson’s jurisdiction. The stakeholders, nonetheless, believe this connection will be necessary over time. Glatting Jackson suggests that the connection be made if and when the land develops.

The western end of Avinger Lane

5. South Street and/ or Walnut Street extension to the Cornelius TOD
The South Street connection to the Cornelius transit oriented development (TOD) must be accomplished very carefully. Davidson’s planning philosophy suggests that this connection is
critical for creating a street network and dispersing traffic between Cornelius and Davidson.
Most significantly, it gives Davidson residents a method for traveling south other than I-77 and
Main Street. At the same time, South Street is wide and straight (a combination that encourages
speeding), and there is an established neighborhood with two schools, a cemetery, two
churches, and a historic playing field. This connection must be made in a manner that enhances
circulation rather than attracting new through traffic. The Circulation Stakeholders believe this
goal can be achieved under the following circumstances:
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Resolution #1:
The South Street connection to the Cornelius TOD may only be opened after both the Davidson
and Cornelius portions of the Bailey Road connection are built or bonded all the way through
the Spencer-Verner and Rusak Properties to Kimberly Road and over to Davidson-Concord
Road. Committee Vote: 12 votes in support of this resolution, 1 vote against this resolution.
Resolution #2:
(1) The consensus of the Circulation Stakeholders’ Committee is that an essential
“connection” which the Town of Davidson should make is one providing east-west access between Concord Road and Route 115, south of The Pines and north of Bailey
Road. We feel that establishing such a connection is the essential component of any larger plan to connect neighborhoods, and should be a precondition for such a plan. Without this connection, it will be impossible successfully and fairly to disperse increased
traffic through established neighborhoods. [This connection would likely be between
Avinger Lane and the T.O.D. or between Pine Road and the T.O.D., but the exact location is unimportant to the stakeholders committee.]
(2) The Circulation Stakeholders’ Committee recommends to the Mayor and Town Commissioners that, as a condition of approving a connection between South Street and the
proposed “transit oriented development” (T.O.D.) in Cornelius, the Cornelius town government agree to identify and secure right of way, as far as the Davidson town line, for
a connecting road which would link the neighborhood of Pine Road in Davidson to
Route 115 in Cornelius by any route which includes the proposed T.O.D.
Committee Vote: 13 votes in support of this resolution, 0 votes against this resolution.
Resolution #3:
Condition number four in Mayor Kincaid’s draft letter to Mayor Cato should include upgrading
Zion Street to a 20 foot wide, paved, functioning street.
Committee Vote: 11 votes in support of this resolution, 1 vote against, 1 abstention
Resolution #4:
The circulation committee requests better assurance that construction on the rail crossing at Catawba Avenue will be completed no later than December 31, 2005. The committee recommends that the Commissioners work with the Town Attorney to rewrite condition number five
in Mayor Kincaid’s draft letter to better provide this assurance.
Committee Vote: 13 votes in support of this resolution, 0 votes against this resolution
Resolution #5:
To endorse Mayor Kincaid’s draft letter to Mayor Cato with the additions described in resolutions one through four.
Committee Vote: 11 votes in support of this resolution, 1 vote against, 1 abstention
Walnut Street to the Cornelius TOD:
The stakeholders considered Walnut Street as an alternative connection to the Cornelius
TOD. Consultants Glatting Jackson studied this option and staff made several site visits to determine the feasibility. The slopes at the end of Walnut Street, directly behind the McEver
Baseball Fields are significant. In order to use Walnut Street as a direct connection to the TOD,
Davidson would lose one of its playing fields.
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South Street connection to the Cornelius TOD.
Note the need for sidewalks and bike lanes in this area.

6. Grey Road to Concord Road
7. North Main Street (in the Beaty St. vicinity) to Grey Road
Davidson College owns a very large amount of land in the north part of Davidson’s jurisdiction.
Since there are no public streets within this area, all automobiles traveling from the east of
downtown Davidson must travel through the Main/ Concord intersection to access I-77 or any
area west of downtown. A street connection around the north side of campus would alleviate
much of the congestion projected for central Davidson. Connection #7 would serve this purpose effectively. There is a thirty-acre vacant parcel of land for sale just north of the Davidson
College property. It may be important to reserve a right-of-way for the Grey to Main connection on this property prior to its development. The Grey to Concord connection would help to
disperse traffic by allowing those drivers taking the Grey to North Main connection to avoid the
Concord/ Grey/ Pine intersection.

Street Connection
Avinger Road to Cornelius TOD
Pine Road to South Street/ Cornelius TOD

# Linear Feet
1900 + $50,000 bridge
4600 + $50,000 bridge

Cost ($200/LF)
$430,000
970,000

College Campus Area
8. North Thompson Street to North Main Street — Neighborhood Connection
At the north end of Thompson Street there are some very steep slopes as well as a creek and a
CMUD lift station that must be taken into account. However, if this back portion of the college
campus redevelops, N. Thompson street would need to be extended through the campus.
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Map 1: South Central Davidson
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Map 2: Western Davidson
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Map 3: Eastern Davidson
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Area East of Pine Road
9. Shearer Road to June Washam— Neighborhood Connection
The Shearer June Washam to Shearer connection, recommended by the 1999 Transportation
Task Force, is one component of a necessary network of streets in the southern portion of
Davidson’s ETJ. NC 73 will serve as a regional transportation corridor. As a result, it will be
critical to provide local traffic with neighborhood street alternatives. June Washam Road is
currently rural in character and it will be important to maintain this rural character even as the
street connects into the Phase V River Run development and eventually over to Shearer Road.
The sharp curves and narrow design of June Washam will assist in this process.
10. Concord Road to Westmoreland property— Neighborhood Connection
Connection number ten should occur if property at this location develops. This street should
connect to both Westmoreland Farms Road and any future development on the Westmoreland
property.
11. Kimberly Road to Spencer-Verner property — Neighborhood Connection
12. Spencer-Verner property to Westmoreland property — Neighborhood Connection
The neighborhood connections of Kimberly to Spencer-Verner and Spencer-Verner to Westmoreland are critical in order for the Spencer-Verner property to develop. The Town Commissioners have already determined that one access point (at Kimberly and Patrick Johnston) is not
sufficient to accommodate the traffic that would be generated by this seventy-acre and approximately 200 unit development. In order to sufficiently provide for the projected traffic, an additional connection is needed through the Westmoreland property.

Kimberly Road to Spencer-Verner property
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13. Pine Road to Spencer-Verner property (by way of Patrick Johnston Lane)—
Neighborhood Connection
The Pine Road to Spencer-Verner connection, recommended by the 1999 task force, will, over
time, allow Pine Road and adjacent residents to access Davidson-Concord or Bailey Roads
without using Concord Road. Additionally, it will allow Spencer-Verner, and other south
Davidson residents, to access old Davidson and Cornelius (using connection #3 or #4) without
using Davidson-Concord or Concord Roads.

Patrick Johnston Lane to Spencer-Verner property

14. Dogwood Lane to Conroy Street — Neighborhood Connection
Consultant Glatting Jackson reported that a street connection between Dogwood Lane and Conroy Street would provide marginal benefit to residents. The stakeholders, however, believe that
a narrow neighborhood street in this location would be highly used by residents east of Grey
Road who wish to bicycle/walk downtown and avoid the dangerous pedestrian situation between Pine/Grey Road and Pat Stough Lane on Concord Road. This connection is the “missing
link” in that travel route. When the property located between these two streets redevelops, the
developer will be required to make the street connection. In the meantime, the Town should
work with the resident of this property to purchase a trail right-of-way or easement.
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Dogwood Lane to Conroy Street. Note the need for sidewalks.

15.
16.
17.
18.

Hudson Place to Westmoreland Farms Road — Pedestrian/ Bicycle Trail
Pat Stough Lane to Patrick Johnston Lane — Pedestrian/ Bicycle Trail
Lynbrook Drive to Pat Stough/ Patrick Johnston Lane — Pedestrian/ Bicycle Trail
Churchill Lane to Woody Lane — Pedestrian/ Bicycle Trail

There are few street connections in Cabin Creek, Hudson Place, and Churchill Lane neighborhoods as they are designed as a series of cul-de-sacs. Ideally, the Town would provide
neighborhood streets between the developments to provide residents with options for reaching
each other and accessing the citywide street network. However, the nature of a cul-de-sac is
that there are homes surrounding the end of each street. As a result, the best options for movement between these neighborhoods are pedestrian and bicycle trails. These connections are
listed in numbers 12 to 15 above. The Town will need to work with the neighborhood associations to purchase right-of-way and create a network of trails in this area. The Parks and Recreation department is currently constructing a greenway trail in the vicinity that will eventually
provide greenway access throughout the Town. The trails proposed here would connect the
residents to each other and to the greenway system.
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Map 4: Central Davidson
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Map 5: North Central Davidson
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Eastway Street/ South Thompson Street Area
19. Eastway Street to South Street (Eastway extension) OR Greenway St. to South
St. – Neighborhood Connection
20. Eastway to Peter’s Place to S. Thompson extension – Neighborhood Connection
21. S. Thompson Street to Ridgewood Avenue – Neighborhood Connection
22. S. Thompson Street to Avinger Lane (S. Thompson extension) – Neighborhood Con
23. S. Thompson extension/ Avinger Lane to Pine Road – Neighborhood Connection
24. Eastway Street extension to Spring Street – Development Connection
25. Woodland Street to Pinecrest Street (East Brook Street extension) – Development/
Neighborhood Connection
26. Eastway Street to The Pines— Pedestrian/ Bicycle/ Emergency Vehicle Connection
27. Greenway Street extension (to The Pines) – Pedestrian/ Bicycle/ Emergency Con.
There are many potential connections within this neighborhood as it is composed of a series of
dead-end streets. It will be important for safety reasons as well as circulation reasons to open
up the area, however, due to its central location in Town, this process must be handled very
carefully.
The most critical connection in this neighborhood is Eastway Street to South Street. This
connection combined with the Vernon Drive to Walnut Street (number 28) connection would
provide an alternative access to South Main Street for residents of the neighborhood. Due to
the proximity of these streets to the elementary school, it will be critical to design them with
safe pedestrian and bicycle access for children.

Trail to Elementary School at the end of Eastway Street
Note the need for sidewalks in this existing neighborhood
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Culvert already in
place for future
Eastway to South
Street connection

Trail towards Calvary Church
(which faces South Street) from
Eastway Street

Hill behind
Calvary Church
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A potential alternative to the Eastway to South Street connection is a connection from Greenway Street to South Street through a vacant parcel that adjoins the South Street Sadler nursery. Further research shows, however, that this option is much more expensive than the first.
When the Elementary school was built, the Town installed a culvert over the creek at the end of
Eastway Street to allow a future street connection. As a result, not only would there be additional right-of-way costs associated with the second option, the infrastructure needs would be
much greater. Nevertheless, the stakeholders have chosen to provide the costs for both connections in this report. The stakeholders, however, wish for only one of these two connections to
occur.

Greenway St. to South St. (considered but not recommended as an alternative to Eastway to South Street)

In an effort to address neighborhood concern about a South St. to Eastway connection combined with a Peter’s Place connection, Glatting Jackson suggested an alternative to a Peter’s
Place connection. This new proposal connects South Thompson Street west to Ridgewood
Avenue. This alternative, however, would not take the place of a connection at Peter’s Place
when the Ault property develops. The construction of both east/west connections will disperse
any neighborhood traffic. Both of these connections are on steep slopes and must be designed
carefully. The first neighborhood cross section on page ten demonstrates the type of lowimpact street that should be used in these locations: very narrow, no curb and gutter, and separation of the pedestrians from the street.
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Peter’s Place to S.
Thompson Extension
(between light pole
and basketball hoop)

Creek crossing necessary for a
Peter’s Place to S.
Thompson Street
connection

Note the steep grade of a Peter’s
Place connection. The street
would be in the woods left of this
driveway
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Connections from S. Thompson Street to Avinger Lane, Peter’s Place to the S. Thompson extension, and Avinger Lane to Pine Road should occur at whatever time the Fishback and Ault
properties redevelop. Consultants Glatting Jackson, suggest that the S. Thompson extension to
Avinger Lane, run parallel to the creek in order to provide public access to this resource. The
Peter’s Place, S. Thompson, and Pine Road connections will serve as neighborhood access to
the townwide street network.
Glatting Jackson confirms that the connection of the Eastway extension to Spring Street will
primarily serve as access for a redeveloped Sadler nursery. The stakeholders have also identified the value of a pedestrian/ bicycle trail from the Woodland/Spring corner to the Eastway
neighborhood.
Glatting Jackson recommended two other street extensions that would provide good opportunities for infill development. Brook Street East is a right-of-way that currently serves as an alley
behind Lorimer Road. By building this street connection between Woodland Street and Pinecrest Street, the back of all the deep lots on Woodland Street can at some time be developed.
This connection also opens up the Pinecrest dead-end with no detriment to its current residents.

The East Brook Street Extension (Woodland Street to Pinecrest Street) is currently an alley

AGreenway Street extension is the other infill opportunity identified by Glatting Jackson.
The consultants suggested that Greenway Street connect to The Pines property rather than Eastway Street. The connection of Eastway to The Pines received some of the lowest scores in the
stakeholder evaluation process.
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Current gate between Eastway Street and The Pines

Street Connection
Eastway to South St.
Greenway St. to South St.
Eastway to Peter’s Place to S. Thompson ext.
S. Thompson to Ridgewood
S. Thompson to Avinger
Avinger/ Thompson extension to Pine Rd.
Eastway extension to Spring St.
Brook Street ext, east (Woodland to Pinecrest)

# of Linear Feet
700
900 + $30,000 bridge
370 + 30,000 bridge
500 + 30,000 bridge
2100
1200
500
800

Cost ($200/ LF)
$140,000
210,000
104,000
130,000
420,000
240,000
100,000
160,000

Additional Sidewalk Cost For This Area: 4840 feet x $20/ LF = $96,800 (double check)
Every effort must be made to provide a grass strip between the sidewalk and the street.
Locations:
• Woodland Street to Ridgewood
• All of Ridgewood Avenue
• All of Greenway Street
• All of Eastway Street
• All of Thompson Street
• Pine Road to Avinger Lane
• All of Avinger Lane
• Lorimer from Woodland to Pine Road (The rest of the Lorimer sidewalks will be built as
part of the CVS neighborhood improvements.)
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Map 6: Elementary School, Spring Street, Eastway Street Area
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Map 7: Fishback and Ault Properties Area
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Vernon Drive and Goodrum Street Area
28. Vernon Drive to Walnut Street (Vernon Drive extension) – Neighborhood Connect.
As mentioned in the last section, this connection would serve as an important connection for
distributing elementary school as well as Cornelius TOD traffic. It will be critical to maintain
high quality pedestrian access in this area as it is regularly used by school children.

Vernon Drive to Walnut Street. Note the need for sidewalks in this existing neighborhood.

29. Vernon Drive extension/ Walnut Street to Cornelius – Development Connection
Walnut Street, however, can still serve as one of two options for moving between Davidson’s
street network and the Cornelius town center. As mentioned earlier, the stakeholders recommend a Vernon Street extension to Walnut Street. A neighborhood street extending south
(towards Cornelius) from the Vernon Street extension would open up several lots for infill
development and would tie around to the South Street connection (see map on next page for details). In this way, there become three ways of entering and exiting the Cornelius TOD from
Davidson streets (Vernon Drive to TOD; Walnut Street to TOD; South Street to TOD). In an
effort to disperse car trips, this situation is ideal.
30. Spring Street to Main Street (through Apollo Partners project) – Neighborhood/
Development Connection
The Spring Street connection to Main Street will occur during phase III (residential portion) of
the Apollo Partners South Main development. Town Board approved this project in February
2002.
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31. Apollo Partners project to Goodrum Street – Neighborhood Connection
32. Goodrum Street to Main Street (at Catawba Avenue) – Neighborhood Connection
The Glatting Jackson report states the value of a connection between Goodrum Street and
Main Street (at Catawba Avenue). This connection will allow neighborhood residents to access areas west of Main Street (including the Ada Jenkins Center and I-77) more efficiently.
The Goodrum connection to the Apollo Partners site will be important in establishing a grid
street pattern in this area of redevelopment.

Goodrum Street to Main Street (at Catawba Ave).
Goodrum Street will need to be upgraded too.

Street Connection
Vernon Drive to Walnut Street (Vernon Dr. Ext)
Vernon Dr. Ext/ Walnut St. to Cornelius
Spring Street to Main Street (through Apollo site)
Apollo Partners project to Goodrum Street
Goodrum Street to Main Street (at Catawba Ave.)

# Linear Feet
850 + $40,000 bridge
Developer will build
Developer will build
700
300

Cost ($200/ LF)
$210,000

140,000
60,000

Additional Sidewalk Cost For This Area: 3460 feet x $20/ LF = $69,200
Every effort must be made to provide a grass strip between the sidewalk and the street.
Locations:
• All of Twin Oaks, Meadowbrook, and Vernon Drive
• All of Goodrum Street
• All of Spring Street
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Map 8: Vernon Drive and Elementary School Area
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Map 9: Goodrum Street and South Main Street Area
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Hillside Drive and Cathey Street Area

33. Hillside Drive To Cathey Street (Hillside Drive extension) – Neighborhood Conn.
The Glatting Jackson report refers to the Hillside Drive to Cathey Street connection as a valuable neighborhood connector between two isolated areas. The stakeholders recognize the importance of the Hillside to Cathey connection. How and when this connection occurs will depend greatly upon the future use of the IB Middle School property.

Cathey Street to Hillside Drive

34. Cathey Street to Spring Street – Development/ Neighborhood Connection
35. Goodrum Street to Cathey Street (Goodrum Street extension) – Development
Conn.
The value of the Hillside to Cathey connection will increase if we follow Glatting Jackson’s
other recommendations for the extension of Cathey Street to Spring Street, and the extension
of Goodrum Street across South Street to Cathey Street. The Goodrum Street extension
would occur in an existing public right-of-way and would open up several lots for infill development. The Cathey Street extension would require land purchase, but would also allow for infill housing.
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Cathey Street to Spring Street.
This street would be to the right of the driveway in the currently wooded area.

36. Hillside Drive extension to Woodland Street (West Brook Street extension) –
Development/ Neighborhood Connection
37. West Brook Street extension to Lorimer Road— Neighborhood Connection
In the Town’s new design regulations, block lengths should be no longer than 600 feet. The existing Town’s lack of east/west connections has kept the old neighborhoods from having the
necessary circulation patterns. A connection from Woodland Street to the Hillside Drive extension would break up one of the longest blocks in Town (1800 feet), provide a new east/ west
movement, and allow for additional infill housing. As part of the infill development in this
area, the developer should also provide a connection between the West Brook Street extension
and Lorimer Road. Again, this would reduce the block length on Lorimer Road as well as the
West Brook Street extension.
Street Connection
Hillside Dr. to Cathey St. (Hillside extension)
Cathey Street to Spring Street
Goodrum St. to Cathey St. (Goodrum extension)
Hillside ext. to Woodland St. (West Brook St. ext.)
West Brook Street extension to Lorimer Road

# Linear Feet
300
450
450
700 + $30,000 bridge
400

Cost ($200/ LF)
$60,000
90,000
90,000
170,000
80,000

Additional Sidewalk Cost For This Area: 1150 feet x $20/ LF = $23,000
Every effort must be made to provide a grass strip between the sidewalk and the street.
Locations:
• All of Hillside Drive
• All of Cathey Street
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Map 10: Hillside Drive, Cathey Street, and Woodland Street Area
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Potts Street Area

38. Potts Street to Eden Street – Citywide Connection
39. Potts Street to Sloan Street – Citywide Connection
40. Potts Street to Catawba Avenue (through wooded lot at south end of Potts Street) –
Development/ Neighborhood Connection
The Potts Street to Eden Street connection will be the first step in creating a better parallel alternative to Main Street. The Town hopes to continue the Eden Street connection north alongside the railroad tracks. While researching this connection staff learned that much debris was
put in this ravine following hurricane Hugo. When the Town engineered a connection at the
end of Potts Street, staff determined that a much less expensive connection would be from Potts
to Sloan Street (at an existing stub). This connection would provide direct access down Sloan
Street to Griffith Street and could provide access to Eden less directly. As a result, the stakeholders place the Potts to Eden connection at a lower priority than the Potts to Sloan connection
for the time being. The committee believes the Potts to Eden connection will prove critical as
rail transit plays an increasingly important role in Davidson.

Stub on Sloan Street for future Potts to Sloan connection
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North end of Potts Street. Connection location for Potts to Eden and Potts to Sloan connections.

Street Connection

# Linear Feet

Cost ($200/ LF)

Potts Street to Eden Street

520 + $30,000 bridge

$134,000

Potts Street to Sloan Street

450 + bridge

120,000

Potts St to Catawba Ave (through wooded lot at
south end of Potts Street)

1500

300,000

Additional Sidewalk Cost For This Area: 2000 feet x $20/ LF = $40,000
Every effort must be made to provide a grass strip between the sidewalk and the street.
Locations:
• All of Potts Street
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Map 11: Potts Street Area
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Map 12: Potts Street and Catawba Avenue Area
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PRIORITIZATION OF CONNECTIONS

[1] Critical Connections:
The stakeholders identified these connections as critical for achieving the circulation goals of
the Town while still preserving the character of Davidson’s neighborhoods.
• Avinger Lane to the Cornelius Transit Oriented Development (TOD), or
Pine Road to the Cornelius TOD through the Smith/ Whisnant property. (#3 and #4)
The stakeholders believe that both of these connections should be made, however, the
right-of-way for at least one of them should be in place before any of the neighborhood
connections or the South Street connection to the TOD are made.
• Davidson-Concord Road to Bailey Road in Cornelius, and Bailey Rd to Kimberly Rd
(#2 and #11)
The stakeholders recommend reservation of these street right-of-ways prior to making any of
the neighborhood connections or the South Street connection.

2] Connections without Prioritization:
These connections are either approved in a development project or are part of a proposed project.
• Pine Road to Spencer-Verner (by way of Patrick Johnston Lane)—Neighborhood Connection
• Kimberly to Spencer-Verner property—Neighborhood Connection
• Spring to Main Street (through Apollo Partners project)—Neighborhood Connection
• Partial connection from Main to Walnut through David Powell’s S. Main Street project—Neighborhood Connection
These connections are located in very low-density locations and should occur during a future
development process.
• Shearer Road to NC 73—Townwide Connection
• Spencer-Verner to Westmoreland property—Neighborhood Connection
• Shearer Road to June Washam Road—Neighborhood Connection
• Concord Road to Grey Road—Townwide Connection
• N. Main Street (at Beaty St.) to Grey Road—Townwide Connection
• N. Thompson Street to N. Main Street (at Beaty)—Neighborhood/ Devlpmt Connection
• Concord Road to Westmoreland property—Neighborhood Connection
• Potts Street to Catawba Avenue (through wooded lot at south end of Potts St.)—
Neighborhood/ Development Connection
• The street network recommended in the 1995 Land Plan (see map for specifics)
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Connections
• Pat Stough Lane to Patrick Johnston Lane
• Hudson Place to Westmoreland Farms Road
• Lynbrook Road to Pat Stough/ Patrick Johnston Lane
• Churchill Road to Woody Lane
• Eastway Street to The Pines
• Corner of Woodland and Spring Streets to Eastway Street
• Patrick Johnston Lane to Kimberly Road (until the street connection is constructed)

[3] Connection Prioritizations:
Prioritizing street connections is not a simple process. Circumstances within a neighborhood or
the Town as a whole greatly impact automobile and pedestrian movement. As a result, if circumstances change, due to a new service provider, a new street, or new development, connectivity priorities may change. In this section the stakeholders have attempted to consider
changes that will likely occur within Davidson and its surroundings in the near future. It is important to note that the Town may need to partner (monetarily) with a developer in order to accomplish some connections. Implementation of the Town’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance will be another method the Town may use to pay for some connections.

When South Street connects to the Cornelius TOD, the following neighborhood connections
will prove very important for traffic dispersion. Each of these will likely need to be funded by
the Town of Davidson: (in priority order)
A. The right-of-way for an Avinger Lane and/or Pine Road connection to the TOD will already have been reserved (see “critical connections”) (Connection #3 or #4)
B. Vernon Drive to Walnut Street (Vernon Drive extension) (Connection #28)
C. Eastway Street to South Street (Eastway extension) (Connection #19)

When the Fishback and Ault properties redevelop, the following neighborhood connections
should be made by the developer: (in priority order)
A. S. Thompson Street to Avinger Lane (S. Thompson extension) (Connection #22)
B. Peter’s Place to S. Thompson extension (Connection #20)
C. Avinger Lane to Pine Road (Connection #23)
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The following neighborhood connections should be required by the developer at the time of
property redevelopment: (in no particular order)
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

Goodrum Street to Main Street (Connection # 32)
Brook Street West (Woodland to Hillside extension) (Connection #36)
Brook Street West to Lorimer Road (should occur at same time as Brook St. W) (#37)
Cathey Street to Spring Street (Connection # 34)
Apollo site to Goodrum Street (Connection #31)
Brook Street East (Woodland to Pinecrest) (Connection # 25)
Goodrum Street extension (across South Street to Cathey Street) (Connection #35)
Eastway extension to Spring Street (Connection #24)
Dogwood Lane to Conroy Street (Connection #14)
Hillside Drive to Cathey Street (Hillside extension)—This connection may occur during
the redevelopment of the IB Middle School property or may need to be built by the
Town. This issue should be reevaluated after the new use for the current IB School site
is determined. (Connection #33)

N & O: The Potts to Sloan connection (Connection #39) is a high priority for the circulation
committee. The stakeholders would like to see this connection completed by the Town
within the next five years. The committee also sees the Potts to Eden connection
(Connection #38) as critical, but not as urgent. Depending on the rapid transit situation,
the stakeholders would like to see the Town complete this connection within the next
five to ten years.
P: The 1995 Land Plan included a neighborhood street network plan for much of the rural area.
This plan was the result of much public discussion. The stakeholders are including this plan
within the circulation document to ensure that this hard work is not lost. See Appendix A
for details.

Note: The Circulation Committee has included almost all of the possible connections reviewed
through this process with the knowledge that some, because of topography, environmental issues, costs, and property ownership patterns, are unlikely to be undertaken. Since the Committee cannot predict future change in these conditions, it was thought better to include even the
problematic connections in our report.
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TRAFFIC CALMING DEVICES
All new street connections will be carefully designed to control driving speeds and, most importantly, to protect the pedestrian. As indicated in the findings section, new street connections
will be accompanied by street and sidewalk improvements throughout the neighborhood.
Some residents of Davidson are currently aware of speeding and pedestrian safety problems in
their neighborhoods. The “speed humps and four-way stop signs” document produced by the
1999 transportation task force and adopted by Town Board in August of that year was a first
step toward addressing the current street safety concerns. The Circulation Stakeholders recommend amendments to this policy that call for a public workshop process to identify and design
the appropriate traffic calming measures for each street in question. The new policy application
process would read in the following way (bold represents changes from the adopted document):
I. Application Process
1. A petition must be submitted to the Board of Commissioners. 75% of households along the
proposed street must approve of the request. An accompanying information sheet must be
completed and returned to the Town of Davidson to initiate the process.
2. Applications will be accepted on a rolling basis throughout the fiscal year. Charrettes and
public workshops will be held to design the necessary traffic calming measures. The
new street designs will be reviewed and prioritized by Town staff during February of each
year. Requests will then be included in the capital budget for the coming fiscal year. Funding for the traffic calming devices will be based on their priority ranking and availability
of funds in that year.
3. The Public Works Director, Police Chief, and Fire Chief must approve all applications.

Committee Members on a Site Visit
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NEXT STEPS
Phase II: Circulation Implementation Plan
To Begin July 2003
Troy Russ (Glatting Jackson) will submit a proposal to study the Town’s critical intersections
and the connections proposed in the stakeholder report. Through a public workshop process,
Glatting Jackson staff will design (adding pedestrian amenities, bulbouts, landscaping, etc.) the
intersections and connections for the utmost pedestrian safety and traffic calming. The consultants will help the Town determine which streets will carry through traffic, which will handle local traffic, and how we can protect our neighborhoods throughout the circulation improvement
process. Ultimately Glatting Jackson will identify a method for funding these improvements
through the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance.

Changing the Thoroughfare Plan
Once the Town of Davidson Commissioners have adopted a Circulation Plan, Town staff will
work with Cornelius and Huntersville to propose a substitution of the towns’ Circulation Plans
for the current Major Thoroughfare Plan. If Cornelius and Huntersville are not ready to approach the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), Davidson may do so on its own. Substitution of the Circulation Plan for the Thoroughfare Plan will ensure that Davidson’s main arteries remain as two-lane pedestrian oriented street.
Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Greenway Map
Develop a map that shows the pedestrian, cycling, and greenway plan for Davidson.
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APPENDIX A

1995 Land Plan Circulation Map
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APPENDIX B
CONNECTION EVALUATION RESULTS

At the June 2002 meeting of the Circulation Stakeholders, committee members determined the need for a standardized method to evaluate potential connections and Chairman Jack
Burney appointed a subcommittee to explore this idea. Stakeholders used the resulting document to evaluate all of the potential connections based on their ability to relieve traffic congestion on major thoroughfares and at primary intersections; enhance movement safety in the
area; and maintain and enhance quality of life in Davidson. The chart on page four ranks the
potential connections based on the numerical results provided by the stakeholders.
There are, of course, many other factors that must be considered before making a
final decision about street, bicycle, and pedestrian connections. Stakeholders felt that the
evaluation sheet numbers could serve as a tool for guiding committee discussions, but did not
feel they could in and of themselves represent the many different factors that influence the
value of a street/ pedestrian/ bicycle connection. There are technical considerations that will be
addressed by the consulting firm of Glatting Jackson. There are also goals and objectives that
should be weighed more heavily than others and the evaluation form did not allow for weighting. Additionally, the stakeholders provided much information in the form of comments, which
are not represented in the page four chart. This document is a preliminary attempt to combine the numerical data with technical input and stakeholder comments to ultimately prioritize the connection implementation.

Vice Chair Bill McCoy
and Committee Chair
Jack Burney
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Stakeholder Numerical Evaluation Results
Stakeholders scored the potential connections based on a scale of -2 to 2, with -2 representing a
significant negative impact and +2 representing a significant positive impact. Twenty-one
stakeholders participated in the evaluation process (# of non-respondents is in parentheses
above). As a result, the scale against which we can measure the results is the following:
Goal I
Goal II
Goal III
Relieve Traf- Enhance
Maintain/ Enhance
fic Conges- Movement
Quality of Life
tion
Safety
101
38 (0)
36 (0)
27 (0)
96
35 (1)
35 (1)
26 (1)
91
31 (2)
35 (2)
25 (2)
90
32 (2)
35 (2)
23 (2)
86
31 (2)
33 (2)
22 (2)
85
31 (0)
32 (0)
22 (0)
82
31 (1)
31 (1)
20 (1)
81
31 (1)
31 (1)
19 (1)
79
30 (0)
29 (0)
20 (0)
70
24 (3)
28 (3)
18 (3)
68
28 (2)
23 (2)
17 (2)
67
25 (1)
24 (1)
18 (1)
53
17 (1)
20 (1)
16 (1)
51
15 (1)
21 (1)
15 (1)
48
11 (0)
22 (1)
15 (1)
48
16 (3)
16 (3)
16 (3)
47
22 (1)
15 (1)
10 (1)
46
12 (3)
20 (3)
14 (3)
41
12 (1)
18 (1)
11(1)
39
12 (1)
17 (1)
10 (1)
37
8 (2)
14 (2)
15 (2)
36
4 (0)
14 (0)
8 (0)
33
13 (1)
12 (1)
8 (1)
29
5 (1)
12 (1)
12 (1)
27
5 (1)
14 (1)
8 (1)
18
6 (1)
8 (1)
4 (1)
17
9 (1)
11(1)
-3 (1)
17
9 (0)
10 (0)
-2 (0)
13
8 (0)
6 (0)
-1 (0)
5
1 (0)
2 (0)
2 (0)
-5
-7 (1)
3 (1)
-1 (1)

Potential Connections

Total
Score

Davidson-Concord to Bailey in Cornelius
Shearer to NC 73
Rusak to Westmoreland
Bailey to Rusak
Spencer-Verner to Westmoreland
N. Main to Grey
Shearer to June Washam
Pine to South
Concord to Grey
Hudson to Westmoreland Farms
Avinger to Cornelius TOD
N. Thompson to Beaty
Pat Stough to Patrick Johnson
Potts to Eden
Pine to Spencer-Verner
Lynbrook to Pat Stough/Patrick Johnson
Spring to Main
Churchill to Woody
S. Thompson to Avinger
Eastway to Peter's Place to Pine
Kimberly to Spencer-Verner
Vernon to Walnut
Eastway to Walnut
Dogwood to Conroy
S. Thompson to Peter's Place
Hillside to Cathey
South to Hwy. 115 in Cornelius
Goodrum to Main
Goodrum to Apollo Partner
Woodland to Eastway
Eastway to The Pines

Total Score:
Most positive score =
126
(3 goals x 21 stakeholders x score of 2)
Neutral score =
0
Most negative score =
-126
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Most positive score =
42
(21 stakeholders x score of 2)
Neutral score =
0
Most negative score = -42
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APPENDIX C

Stakeholder Schedule of Accomplishments
March 18: 2002 Public kick off meeting for the circulation project.
April 30: Mayor gave charge to the stakeholders and the group discussed this assignment.
June: Learned about the transit-oriented development in Cornelius that could potentially connect to Davidson’s South Street. Also, the group agreed to form a subcommittee to recommend
a method for evaluating street connections.
July: Traveled in vans to look at many of the proposed connections.
August: Evaluation sheet subcommittee reported back. The rest of the stakeholders group
gave many comments and suggestions. Jack took this 5-page (per connection) form and reduced it to a more manageable format.
September: Stakeholders spent this month visiting the potential connection sites and evaluating them both numerically and in words.
October 3: Distributed the compilation of raw data and comments submitted by each individual stakeholder. Began the discussion of these results. Stakeholders decided to hire a traffic
consultant to help evaluate the potential connections.
November 7: Traffic consultant Troy Russ (Glatting Jackson) made a presentation to the
stakeholders group on livable traffic. This firm will assist the stakeholders group with the technical portion of the report.
December 12: Met in small groups to review the evaluation results and further discuss the potential connections.
January 7: Stakeholders review and comment on draft report to be brought to Board Retreat
that weekend.
January 30: Stakeholders comment on second draft of report and prioritize connections.
South Street discussion.
February 5: South Street resolutions passed by the committee.
February 10: Stakeholder comment on the rest of the draft report.
February 19: Committee members final sign-off prior to the public meeting.
March 6: Draft report posted on Town web site.
March 13: Public Meeting
March 24: Final Meeting: Vote to adopt report and send to Planning Board
March 31: Planning Board Vote
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